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In the first chapter of “Letters of a Traveler” (1861) written by Ilia Chavchavadze 
(1837–1907), one of the most famous and canonical writers of 19th-century Georgian 
literature, there are three characters: “I” or a narrator of the prose work, which can be 
regarded as Ch’avch’avadze himself; a French traveler, who is a new acquaintance of the 
narrator; and a Russian coachman, who is represented with an ugly behavior and appear-
ance. When the narrator leaves Vladikavkaz, he and the Russian coachman are on the 
same Russian coach, but the horses attached to the coach do not move. At this moment, 
the coachman cries, “чо-о-рт, трогай что-ли” (Ch’avch’avadze 1937: 248). Here this 
scene becomes more understandable by considering its context with Russian literature; 
on one hand, the representation of coachman in Russian literature is traditionally a Tsar-
ist Russia’s metaphor, for example, in Gogol’s “Dead Soul” (Randolph 2007: 50–61). 
On the other hand, coachman in the Caucasian text of Russian literature, for instance, 
Lermontov’s “A Hero of Our Time,” is sometimes represented as an indigenous person 
who deceives Russian travelers. In “Letters of a Traveler,” however, the coachman is rep-
resented as a Russian who reviles and is depicted with an uncivilized appearance. Thus, 
Ch’avch’avadze ironically inverted the representation of the Russian coachman as a Tsar-
ist Russian metaphor as well as the representation of the indigenous coachman as an ori-
ental degeneration.

Moreover, the French traveler looks at this scene through a window and laughs: “it 
[whole Russia] goes with that [coach]!.. Ha, ha, ha!” (Ch’avch’avadze 1937: 248). This 
scene could be easily construed as a message that France and Europe, in general, are more 
developed and enlightened than Russia (and Georgia as well) and denies Tsarist Rus-
sia’s ideology of imperialism, i.e., enlightening Caucasus. Denying the ideology is also 
depicted more thoroughly and ironically in the third chapter of the work, where a Russian 
officer arrogantly but inadequately explains enlightenment to the narrator. As mentioned 
by the narrator himself, he is returning from Petersburg where he spent four years studying 
at a university; therefore, he should be more educated than the officer and more clearly 
understands enlightenment. With these representations of Europe, Russia, and Georgia, 
Ch’avch’avadze implied that the way to save Georgia from Tsarist Russia’s imperialism 
is to bring into Georgia European education, enlightenment, science, technology, civili-
zation, or in one word, modernity, because Russia does not have sufficient modernity to 
colonize Georgia (Sotome 2017).
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However, Ch’avch’avadze’s strategy of introducing European modernity may be 
problematic: it is not free from a certain risk. As Said pointed out in Culture and Imperial-
ism citing Fanon repeatedly  (Said 1993), a resistance movement against imperialism turns 
into a repetition of imperialism in the form of eurocentrism, ethnocentrism, or chauvinism 
(of course, this does not mean Ch’avch’avadze himself is a chauvinist).

Then, how can we avoid such problems associated with the postcolonial studies of 
Ch’avch’avadze’s works and Georgian literature (and national literature generally)? Ap-
plying critical theories, namely postcolonial zoocriticism1 and postcolonial ecocriticism, 
may give us another viewpoint for this question. In this 21st century, for example, animal 
turn and ecological turn have been discussed and have become one of the main currents 
in humanities. When it comes to literary studies, these turns concern representations of 
animals and the environment in a literary text. In these recent decades, however, some 
scholars have tried to associate these studies with postcolonial theories. This paper es-
pecially addresses a series of discussions of postcolonial zoocriticism to propose another 
perspective.

One of the main topics of the intersection of postcolonialism and zoocriticism is 
speciesism, which criticizes the abuse of other species by humans. Postcolonial zoocritics 
overlap speciesism with racism and point out that these ideas support ideologies of impe-
rialism. While speciesism uses the animals’ lack of language and rationality to divide into 
a human/animal dichotomy, racism considers the non-white people as such and divides, in 
Said’s term, into an Orientalist dichotomy (Said 1978). In these dichotomies, non-white 
indigenous people and animals and their rights can be ignored, their living places are re-
garded as empty and free to utilize, killing them is not regarded as a violation of the law, 
and the imperialist ideology to enlighten and Christianize the indigenous and train the 
animals is justified. (Armstrong 2002; Huggan and Tiffin 2015: 5–11) Thus, thinking of 
the representation of animals in the postcolonial text means thinking of the representation 
of the indigenous people, the ideology of imperialism, and colonialism and modernity.

This speciesist tendency can be observed just in the first chapter of “Letters of 
a Traveler.” The Russian coachman is depicted with an “inhumane and bestial gait” 
(Ch’avch’avadze 1937: 247). As we discussed, Ch’avch’avadze transfigured the Oriental-
ist representation of indigenous Caucasian coachmen in Russian literature into this rep-
resentation of the Russian coachman in “Letters of a Traveler,” which is opposed to the 
figure of the French traveler and “I.” A Georgian scholar K’ank’ava associated this scene 
with English historian H. Buckle’s History of Civilization in England (K’ank’ava 2004), 
connecting the dichotomic scheme between the French traveler and the Russian coachman 
to social Darwinism (although, as we argued, there is actually “I” in this scene, and the 
dichotomy is changed into trichotomy).

If the conventional idea of animals, which supports imperialism, considers what di-
vides humans and animals to be language and “responsibility,” in Derrida’s term, postco-

1 The term “zoocriticisms” is also called as “animal studies.” In this paper, the first one is used ac-
cording to Huggan and Tiffin’s usage in their book.
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lonial zoocriticism has developed discussions about the animals that speak and think. For 
instance, Clavaron analyzed the dog narrator of Cameroon writer Nganang’s novel Temp 
de chien and overlapped its speech with the subaltern’s speech: “Portraying an animal 
is an original and unconventional way of representing the subaltern described at length 
by G. Spivak, and gives a clear voice to beings who do not have one. Barring his role as 
protagonist of the novel, the dog could be regarded as a figure of Otherness essentialized 
in its state of inferiority” (Clavaron 2012: 557). Spivak claimed that subalterns cannot 
speak; if they seem to speak, it is actually European intellectuals who speak for them, and 
they themselves never speak. Like Clavaron, some postcolonial zoocritics insist that the 
animals in the postcolonial text can be regarded as subalterns. According to this apparent 
scheme, one of the main themes of postcolonial zoocriticism is to analyze postcolonial and 
animal texts regarding the representation of the animals as subalterns, and Clavaron clear-
ly claimed that making the animals speak in literary works means giving the subalterns a 
voice. “[T]he novel can be construed as a metaphor of the postcolonial situation, which 
allows one to readdress this very situation through the philosophical and political fable” 
(Clavaron 2012: 557). As he argued, animals in postcolonial texts, or the postcolonial texts 
themselves, can be interpreted as the metaphor and the fable of the postcolonial situation.

On the other hand, there are scholars who focus on comparing the animals with 
the subalterns to metaphorize and allegorize them. Armstrong claimed that more attention 
should be paid to the environment and the agency of animals (and environment), and the 
consideration that animals “cannot speak” denies such agency: “[A]nimal studies have 
demonstrated that agency in human-animal interactions proves complex and irrepressible 
and cannot be reduced to the hollow phantasm […]” (Armstrong 2002: 416). Metapho-
rizing animals, as Armstrong insisted, stabilizes the representation of animals into “the 
hollow phantasm.” Derrida also cautioned against reading animal texts as just fables: “We 
know the history of fabulization and how it remains an anthropomorphic taming, a moral-
izing subjection, a domestication. Always a discourse of man, on man, indeed on the ani-
mality of man, but for and in man” (Derrida 2008: 37). From this perspective, the strategy 
to read animal texts as metaphor and fable is that, just as the European intellectuals speak 
for the subalterns, the humans speak for the animals. In his article about animal turn, Weil 
discussed the Great Ape Project referring Spivak’s Can the subaltern speak?: “Her [Spi-
vak’s] essay may serve as a warning to some who, for example, would try to teach apes to 
sign in order to have them tell humans what they want” (Weil 2010: 3). Here, Weil pointed 
out a certain risk that the metaphorization and allegorization that make the animals speak 
the human language deprives the animals of the position as the subaltern (if there is) and 
finally changes into the “discourse of/on human.”

According to Weil, posthumanists, when thinking of the theme of the relationship 
between animals and language, show a possibility that animals as agents recognize the 
world and humans in different ways from the humans’ language, or a possibility to annul 
the boundary between them, as Agamben and Deleuze and Guattari discussed. The Post-
humanists tried to deconstruct the binary concept of human and animals.
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However, pointing out that such postmodern philosophical thinking is “indeed, lit-
tle to say about the actual animals we live with,” Weil claimed that animal studies face the 
ethical turn that demands care for (trauma of) living animals (Weil 2010: 12–19). While 
the ethical empathy for animals can lead to excessively anthropomorphizing animals, it 
has the potential to propose perspectives from which animals see. “On the one hand, as a 
process of identification, the urge to anthropomorphize the experience of another, like the 
urge to empathize with that experience, risks becoming a form of narcissistic projection 
that erases boundaries of difference. On the other hand, as a feat of attention to another 
and of imagination regarding his or her perspective, it is what brings many of us to act on 
behalf of the perceived needs and desires of an other/animal” (Weil 15-16). This statement 
should be applied to postcolonial zoocriticism as well; anthropomorphizing, fabulizing, 
allegorizing, and metaphorizing animals tend to be trapped in anthropocentrism (or, in 
the context of postcolonialism, eurocentrism) and to erase the differences between human 
and animals (or between European intellectuals and subalterns) and between animals spe-
cies, but it also opens the possibility to acknowledge empathy for animals (subalterns). 
Weil advocated the use of the term “critical anthropomorphism,” derived from the critical 
empathy of trauma studies: “[W]e might then want to call an ethical relating to animals 
(whether in theory or in art) ‘critical anthropomorphism’ in the sense that we open our-
selves to touch and be touched by others as fellow subjects and may imagine their pain, 
pleasure, and need in anthropomorphic terms but must stop short of believing that we can 
know their experience” (Weil 2010: 16).

Thus, the themes of speaking animals, giving animals language, and anthropo-
morphizing animals are important for postcolonial zoocriticism. However, because the 
objects of literary studies are texts, anthropomorphizing, metaphorizing, to some extent, 
are inevitable. Of course, our attention must be paid to the so-called material turn to think 
of the materiality against poststructuralists regarding all animals and nature as a textual 
and cultural construction (Heise 2006: 506–508; Marland 2013: 855–857), as well as to 
a claim to care for actual animals, as mentioned above. What is important here, as Weil 
insisted when mentioning “critical anthropomorphism,” is to discuss carefully how writers 
use anthropomorphism and (de)construct the concepts of humans and animals in the text.

From this point of view, the zoocritical interpretation of Vazha-Pshavela’s (1861–
1905) works is very interesting. In his poem, “The Snake Eater” (1901), the protagonist 
Mindia eats snake meat and gets an ability to hear nature’s voice. One interpretation is 
that Mindia eats snake as a biblical symbol of temptation and the idea that overcoming the 
temptation is possible. Thus, the world he sees and hears after eating snake meat can be 
regarded as an ecotopia that has existed before the original sin. In the third chapter of the 
poem, wheat proposes using itself for food to humans, or concretely to Mindia. Through 
Mindia’s ability, wheat’s decision to sacrifice its own death within its “responsibility” is 
acknowledged, and therefore, nature in the poem is represented as the subject. This repre-
sentation is different from metaphorizing it as the “discourse of/on human,” because this 
responsibility is given to the wheat according to a variety of attitudes between the kinds 
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of wheat – some wheat refuses to sacrifice, the other accepts. Thus, giving subjectivity to 
nature is opposed to the European discourse of philosophy as well as modernity, which 
support imperialism and colonialism (Sotome 2018).

On the other hand, the wheat’s self-sacrifice can be regarded as an allegory of the 
human’s self-sacrifice and can be associated with Christian doctrine. If this scene is inter-
preted from this point, understanding this episode that advocates human self-sacrifice is 
more emphasized than the wheat’s self-sacrifice and its meaning. In this sense, as posthu-
manists point out, there is a certain risk that anthropomorphism of nature no longer speaks 
on nature.

However, this allegory can be understood in another way; even if wheat’s self-
sacrifice is overt anthropomorphism, the self-sacrifice is represented as dedicating itself to 
a human (more concretely, for Mindia) in the poem, and an asymmetrical relation between 
the wheat and the human, or Mindia, becomes apparent. Based on this asymmetrical rela-
tion, wheat’s self-sacrifice can be an allegory of Abraham’s sacrifice of Isaac in the Book 
of Genesis, and in this case, what is questioned is not nature’s agency but the human’s or 
Mindia’s agency; a question – what can humans give nature for nature’s gift of death – is 
posed with “critical anthropomorphism,” which, in “The Snake Eater’s” case, considers 
nature as the subject equal to humans, and the allegory demands not only to understand 
wheat’s self-sacrifice as the human’s self-sacrifice but also to understand parallelly the 
asymmetrical relationships between God and Abraham in Genesis and nature and human 
in the poem. In “The Snake Eater,” Mindia is represented as “God” to the wheat but is ac-
tually a limited being as a man. Therefore, he cannot give back to nature as God gives back 
Isaac to Abraham, and, as a result, he commits suicide. When generalizing this question to 
the context of postcolonial zoocriticism, inability and vulnerability of human agency and 
reason get revealed by the question about (ir)responsibility, which is posed when consider-
ing nature has an agency equal to humans. More concretely, humans and human reasons 
are responsible for responding to nature’s gift of death, but no adequate and clear answer 
for how the responsibility should be fulfilled is proposed (at least in the poem). Accord-
ingly, one might argue that Mindia accomplishes the counter-gift by means of suicide; 
however, the act of suicide itself is as much madness as wheat’s self-sacrifice (Sotome 
2019). When “critical anthropomorphism” is, as Weil said, on the condition of “stop[ping] 
short of believing that we can know their experience” (Weil 2010: 16), what distinguishes 
wheat’s sacrifice as “critical anthropomorphism” from normal understanding of anthropo-
morphism is the (im)possibilities of the gift of death. The question of the (im)possibilities 
of the gift and the counter-gift deconstruct the human’s reason at the point of its inabilities.

Now three points, which are related to each other, can be proposed as the conclu-
sion of this paper:

1. Another perspective of postcolonial zoocriticism
In studies of postcolonial zoocriticism, as observed above, one of the foci for liter-

ary text is representations of animals in the text (strategically) overlapping representation 
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of subalterns. In this case, as with subalterns, animals are treated as subordinate to humans 
due to speciesism.

In “The Snake Eater,” however, nature is represented not as repressed by specie-
sism but as the one to which subjectivity and agency equal to humans are given. As the 
subject, nature speaks, thinks, and sacrifices itself. In this sense, nature is no longer the 
metaphor for the subaltern. Therefore, a direction that should be taken when discussing 
“The Snake Eater” according to postcolonial zoocriticism is different from the above-
mentioned direction; instead, regarding its depiction of a world where humans and ani-
mals live harmoniously, it will be close to pastoral and ecotopia motifs. On the one hand, 
there is a critique that interprets animals as the repressed group, overlapping speciesism 
with racism and sexism; on the other hand, there is a criticism that points out the critical 
anthropomorphism to elevate the animals’ agency to the humans’ and to represent them as 
subjects. Vazha-Pshavela’s use of critical anthropomorphism in “The Snake Eater,” and 
in his other works in general, includes nature within the humans’ category, erasing the 
boundary between human and nature; this is a pan-humanistic view that widely applies the 
sphere of humanism to nature and animals. This pan-humanism is different from posthu-
manism, which deconstructs the boundary between humans and animals; however, it has 
the same aim: to criticize the conception of human(ism) as well as speciesism, racism, and 
sexism, which are based on this conception (Huggan and Tiffin 2015: 229). It is no doubt 
that pan-humanist writers and their works hold an important position in postcolonial zoo-
criticism, but at this time, as easy anthropomorphism is criticized for the allegorization of/
on humans, what is questioned is to read how tactically and critically anthropomorphism 
is used in postcolonial and animal texts.

2. International turn on ecocriticism and zoocriticism, and its application to Geor-
gian literature

Ecocriticism is a theory developed mainly in the field of English literature. How-
ever, its limit is recently elucidated—the environment is in every work of literature, exists 
in the real world, and is beyond borders. Heise, in her article in 2006, pointed out: “[M]
onolingualism is currently one of ecocriticism’s most serious intellectual limitations. The 
environmentalist ambition is to think globally, but doing so in terms of a single language is 
inconceivable—even and especially when that language is hegemonic one” (Heise 2006: 
513). Of course, it should be mentioned that academic associations that address ecocriti-
cism are established in non-English countries, among them, Japan, China, Korea, Taiwan, 
Turkey, German, Italy, and France, and its studies are continuing.

In literary studies on Eastern European literature, the application of ecocriticism 
and zoocriticism is not well developed; however, Gould, a comparativist on Islam and 
Caucasus literature, published an article in which she compared Tolstoy’s works and 
Chechen poet Mamakaev’s poem from the perspective of postcolonial ecocriticism, echo-
ing Heise’s above-cited statement (Gould 2013). When discussing postcolonial studies on 
Russian literature, the theme of the Caucasus holds the main position; however, Russian–
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Caucasian postcolonial studies to which ecocriticism or zoocriticism are applied have not 
been developed in such fields, except for Gould’s study, and studies on Georgian literature 
are not exceptional.

Although these literary theories are part of a comparatively recent movement, the 
themes on humans and the environment, nature, and animals have been widely discussed, 
of course, as well as in studies of Georgian literature. It is doubtless important to pay suf-
ficient attention to the tradition of the studies on Georgian literature and to refer to them 
appropriately.

As Heise claimed, international turn obviously plays a very important role in 
postcolonialism, postcolonial ecocriticism, and postcolonial zoocriticism, which criticize 
eurocentrism and modernity, two concepts connected with imperialism (Heise 2013). In 
this point, this paper explains an example of what perspectives the international turn can 
show in the field of ecocriticism and animal studies: Vazha-Pshavela created many works, 
among them “The Snake Eater,” using motifs from Georgian folk tales and mythology 
and, as mentioned, the theme that nature speaks and therefore, nature is considered as 
the subject and/or agency in the poem indicates certain differences from European philo-
sophical traditions. International turn gives us other perspectives besides the European 
one to discuss relationships between humans and the environment. It makes postcolonial 
zoocriticism and postcolonial ecocriticism more productive to consider cultural, religious, 
environmental, and animal contexts in each country or region’s literary works and to as-
sociate them with the arrival of modernity brought by imperialistic expansion.

3. Rethinking the history of Georgian literature
The main part of (postcolonial) criticism on Georgian literature and Russian im-

perialism is discussions about how the canonical poets and writers represent Georgia and 
the Russian empire. Although these studies are, of course, important in terms of analyzing 
how the poets, writers, and intellectuals have fought against imperialism, our attention 
should be paid to certain risks to satisfy Georgian national identity with opposing a series 
of representations in Georgian literature against Russian imperialism in a binary scheme 
and, in a result, to trivialize Georgian literature as a national or ethnic literature. Scholars, 
taking these problems into consideration, should put their own studies in a broader context 
and try to discuss them in more comparative ways.

In postcolonial studies, one of the main streams is to emphasize hybridity and to 
deconstruct the dichotomy of “colonizer/colonized.” However, this paper concerning Ilia 
Ch’avch’avadze and Vazha-Pshavela does not discuss their works by referring to the hy-
bridity theory. Rather, it rethinks the positions of these two poets in the history of Georgian 
literature by referring to the theories of postcolonial zoocriticism. Ch’avch’avadze resist-
ed Russian imperialism by utilizing modernity, which may bring certain problems—eu-
rocentrism, ethnocentrism, and speciesism. These problems, associated with postcolonial 
criticism on Georgian literature, can be discussed critically, relatively, and comparatively 
to read the animal motifs in Vazha-Pshavela’s works. This paper especially concentrates 
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only upon “The Snake Eater,” but the same thing can be said about Vazha-Pshavela’s other 
works, for example, the poem “Host and Guest” (1893), in the sense that the boundary be-
tween enemy and ally is erased. In other words, through analysis of these canonical poets’ 
works, it may become possible to deconstruct “the history of Georgian literature” itself as 
a national/ethnic literature to which the canonical works like “The Snake Eater” belong.
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postkoloniuri zookriticizmis perspeqtiva
me-19 saukunis qarTul literaturaSi

reziume

sakvanZo sityvebi: postkolonializmi, zookriticizmi, post-
koloniuri zookriticizmi, ilia WavWavaZe, vaJa-fSavela

me-20 saukunis bolos, literaturaTmcodneobaSi gamoCnda axa-
li literaturuli Teoriebi – ekokriticizmi da zookriticizmi. 
ekokriticizmis Seswavlis sagani literaturul teqstSi garemos 
asaxva da aRqmaa, zookriticizmis ki – cxovel(eb)isa. ukanaskneli aT-
wleulebis ganmavlobaSi, gamoikveTa am ori axali Teoriis SedarebiT 
Zvel TeoriasTan, postkolonializmTan SeTavsebis tendencia. „post-
koloniuri zookriticizmis” erT-erTi mTavari Temaa rasizmisa da 
specisizmis erTmaneTis identuri TvalTaxedva; specisizmis mixedviT, 
cxoveli adamians eqvemdebareba, adamiani ki cxovels tanjavs, Cagravs 
da klavs, iseve rogorc kolonizatori kolonizebul xalxs. daismis 
kiTxva: SeiZleba, Tu ara, cxoveli literaturul teqstSi warmodge-
nili iyos rogorc „subalterni“.

am SemTxvevaSi, sakiTxavia, SeiZleba Tu ara avtorebma warmoadgi-
non cxoveli, rogorc „subalterni~, romelic ver saubrobs. erTi mxriv 
– SeiZleba, magram, meore mxriv — ara, radgan cxovelis amgvari asax-
va gadaWarbebul anTropomorfizmad CaiTvleba. amis mizezi isaa, rom 
anTropomorfizmi niSandoblivia iseTi igavisTvis, romlis mTavari 
asaxvis sagania ara cxoveli, aramed adamiani. amitomac yuradReba unda 
gamaxvildes avtoris mier „kritikuli anTropomorfizmis~, anu anTro-
pomorfizmis kritikulad da strategiulad gamoyenebis magaliTebze, 
romelSic adamianisa da cxovelis Sesaxeb arsebuli koncefciebis (de)
konstruireba xdeba.

statiaSi gaanalizebulia aRniSnuli Tvalsazrisis qarTul li-
teraturaSi adaptaciis magaliTebi, ilia WavWavaZia da vaJa-fSavelas 
nawarmoebebis mixedviT. ilias „mgzavris werilebis~ pirvel TavSi sami 
personaJia: pirveli piri – „me~, anu naratori: rusi meetle, romelic 
cudi garegnobiTa da qceviT gamoirCeva da frangi mgzavri. rodesac 
„me~ (naratori) vladikavkass tovebs, rusi meetle cxenebs lanZRavs 
imis gamo, rom igi etls adgilidan ver Zravs, frangi ki am scenas 
uyurebs da icinis. am sqematur diqotomiaSi, vfiqobT, Cans ilias mi-
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zandasaxuloba, rom imdroindeli saqarTvelosTvis misabaZi qveyanaa 
ara ruseTi, aramed safrangeTi, an zogadad dasavleT evropa, radgan 
ruseTis imperiaSi ar aris saTanadod ganviTarebuli ganaTleba, mec-
niereba, teqnologia da, zogadad, aklia modernuloba saimisod, rom 
Tavisi imperialisturi ideologiis Sesabamisad gaanaTlos saqarTve-
lo da zogadad, kavkasia.

evropisa da ruseTisadmi aseTi midgoma iwvevs garkveul prob-
lemebs, kerZod, rogorebicaa – evropocentrizmi, eTnocentrizmi, So-
vinizmi. rogorc postkolonializmis Teoretikosi e. saidi wers, wignSi 
– „kultura da imperializmi~, imperializmis winaaRmdeg brZola, sabo-
lood, mis ganmeorebas iwvevs (rasakvirvelia, es ar gulisxmobs imas, 
rom ilia Sovinisti iyo). amgvari damokidebuleba „mgzavris werileb-
Sic~ Cans; rusi meetle daxatulia „uadamiano da pirutyvuli mixvra-
moxvris~ mqoned.

zemoTwarmodgenili msjelobis gaTvaliswinebiT, Zalze sain-
tereso iqneba vaJa-fSavelas is nawarmoebebi, romlebSic buneba lapara-
kobs. „gvelis mWamelis~ mesame TavSi puris TavTavebi TavianT Tavs ada-
mians swiraven da, rogorc teqstidan Cans, es TviTSewirva nebayoflo-
biTi aqtia. amitomac SeiZleba iTqvas, rom poemaSi bunebas subieqtu-
roba aqvs miniWebuli, riTac vaJas Semoqmedeba radikalurad emijneba 
specisistur xedvebs. meore mxriv, SeiZleba TavTavebis epizodi gavi-
azroT alegoriulad da isaakis msxverplad Sewirvis Zvel aRTqmiseul 
epizods davukavSiroT. bibliaSi RmerTi abraams isaaks ubrunebs, poe-
maSic mindiam bunebas samagiero unda daubrunos, – magram ra? es SekiTx-
va „kritikuli anTropomorfizmis~ magaliTia, romelic mkiTxvels yu-
radRebas amaxvilebinebs adamianisa da bunebis urTierTmimarTebasa da 
adamianis „pasuxismgeblobaze~.

daskvna SeiZleba CamovayaliboT ramdenime punqtad:
a) postkoloniuri zookriticizmis sxva perspeqtiva;
postkoloniuri zookriticizmis erT-erTi mTavari Temaa ra-

sizmisa da specisizmis SeTavseba. aRniSnuli Tvalsazrisis Tanaxmad, 
cxoveli eqvemdebareba adamians. magram vaJas nawarmoebebSi, kerZod, 
„gvelis mWamelSi~, bunebasa da adamians Tanabari subieqturoba aqvT. 
aseTi damokidebuleba, SeiZleba iTqvas, rom panhumanisturia da gans-
xvavdeba posthumanizmisgan.

b) ekokriticizmisa da zookriticizmis koncefciebis „gasaerTa-
Sorisoeba~ da maTi adaptacia qarTul literaturaSi;

ekokriticizmi inglisurenovan literaturul sivrceSi ganvi-
Tarda, Tumca literaturis kritikosebi Seecadnen igi SeetanaT da 
moergoT sxvadasxva qveynis Tu enis literaturisTvis. postkolo-
nializmi, postkoloniuri ekokriticizmi da postkoloniuri zookri-
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ticizmi akritikebs evropul modernulobas, romelic imperializmis 
wamyvani ideologiaa. winamdebare statia ki gviCvenebs, rom evropuli 
filosofiuri tradiciisgan gansxvavebuli Tvalsazrisebi ikveTeba 
mcirericxovani erebisa Tu enebis literaturebSi, ufro metic, „gve-
lis mWamelis~ wyaroa xalxuri gadmocema „xogais mindi~.

rasakvirvelia, am Teoriebis gaformebamde, bevri naSromia 
gamocemuli, romlebic adamianisa da bunebis urTierTmimarTebis 
sakiTxs exeba. mniSvnelovania, aRniSnuli Teoriebis qarTul lite-
raturaTmcodneobaSi damkvidreba (an piriqiT, ekokriticizmisa da 
zookriticizmis WrilSi qarTuli literaturis ganxilva), bunebri-
via, sakiTxis kvlevis evropuli, araevropuli da qarTuli tradiciis 
gaTvaliswinebiT.

g) qarTuli literaturis istoriis xelaxali gaazreba;
mkvlevrebi xSirad amaxvileben yuradRebas literaturul teq-

stSi saqarTvelosa da ruseTis imperiis asaxvis Taviseburebebze. 
rasakvirvelia, aseTi kvlevebi Zalian mniSvnelovania, magram mainc 
arsebobs nacionaluri identobis gadaWarbebuli aRqmis saSiSroeba 
binarul da diqotomiur – kolonizatori/kolonizebulis – sqema-
Si. amgvar aRqmas, sabolood, mivyavarT qarTuli literaturis viwro, 
mxolod erovnuli an eTnikuri literaturis CarCoSi moTavsebamde.

am problemis Tavidan asacileblad, statiaSi vimowmebT vaJa-
fSavelas, – qarTuli literaturis kanonikur poets. zemoxsenebuli 
mosazrebis gaTvaliswinebiT, SesaZlebelia, vaJas nawarmoebebis safuZ-
velze, „qarTuli literaturis istoriis~ dekonstruqcia. 
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